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USA vs International Projects

“International” = Project Locations outside the U.S.

2010 Mid-year approx 70% International

2008 Backlog

- USA: 38
- Americas: 7
- EAME: 50
- Asia Pacific: 5

2009 Backlog

- USA: 38
- Americas: 23
- EAME: 27
- Asia Pacific: 12
Approach to Non-Traditional Sourcing

- Trend to use non-traditional sourcing where possible
- Regional Procurement Centers (e.g. Asia – China and India)
- Surveys and pre-qualifications
- Enhanced inspection and expediting
- Teaching vs. inspection
- Owner support
- Flexibility in Standards
Key Organizational Learnings

- Leverage well-established and structured Stage Gate Project Roadmaps for Project Organization and Execution Processes
- Utilize diverse teams that include experienced project leaders combined with local (internal or external) staff that are subject-matter experts in technical, commercial, and legal matters
- Take necessary steps to understand local labor markets and measures required to attract/retain critical project resources – incorporate resource strategies into cost estimates and risk management processes
- When engaging local Partners, ensure philosophical and contractual alignment regarding procedures, control measures, risk and change management, and overall project objectives
- Ensure involvement of own staff with non-traditional suppliers and offshore Engineering Service providers
- Develop active processes to capture and utilize Lessons Learned
Critical Success Factors for Global Projects

- Use formal, gated processes for Project development and execution – Gate Keepers must challenge unrealistic expectations
- Apply proven Value Improving Practices considering Life Cycle impacts
- Insist on realistic Project schedules and risk-appropriate Cost estimates – incorporate impact of complexity (Tame vs. Wicked)
- Use contracting strategies tailored to the Project, Location, and Parties involved
- Don’t underestimate the need for local resources, knowledge, and working relationships (Design Institutes, Government entities, etc)
- Engage Professional Project Management personnel and focus on core values – Safety, Ethics, Business Practices, Quality Standards, etc.
- Ensure Alignment of Owners, Partners, Contractors, and Suppliers